
Creigiau Heulog

A number of short sport routes - mostly with around three bolts 
to the lower-off - and nothing above 6c, can be found at this 
redeveloped venue. On a clear day from early afternoon onwards 
you’ll quickly realise why the place is known as Sunny (Heulog 
in Welsh) Crags. There’s little shelter or shade as it has an open 
aspect, looking across to Anglesey and along the coast.      
  
Approach: Crag is located below Orme Drive on the west side of 
the Great Orme above remnants of the WWII Coastal Artillery 
School. Park on the left just past the Rest & Be Thankful Cafe and 
walk along the road for 10 minutes or park directly above crag 
in either of two lay-bys that has room for only a couple of cars 
in each. The R.H. section lies directly below the bench by the 
interpretation board for the gun emplacement ruins. The crag can 
be reached in a couple of minutes by crossing the wall to descend 
an obvious scree/grass gully roughly six metres metres right 
(looking out) of the bench and board. Turn left at foot of gully for 
the R.H. section and right for the L.H. section. Routes described 
from left to right.   

Left-hand Section: 

1. Ra 6a+ *
2. Family Tri 5+
3. Calon Lan 5 
4. Simpl-city 6a
5. Jug City 5+ 
6. Surprise 4

Right-hand Section (page 2):

7. Mi Fa Solar 6a+
8. Sun of a Gun 6a+ - obvious groove to 
shared lower-off
9. Orme Soleil 6b
10. Little Snatch 6c
11. Husky 6a+ - over big roof
12. Monkey in Space 6b+ - move right to 
shared lower-off with Woffle
13. Woffle 6c * - reachy
14. West Shore Guns 6b
15. Turtle in Charge 6b+
16. The Young Ones 6a
17. Mothering Sunday 5
18. Sunday Girl 4

Note: Two routes not 
shown here are Ivy Wall 
6c, left of Ra between the 
ivy plants, and the recently 
added One ‘ard 1-der 6b, 
up the grey wall right of 
Calon Lan.




